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Introduction to GEE

Section 1



GEE is a public data catalog, compute infrastructure, 
geospatial APIs and an interactive app server

Petabyte scale 
catalog of public  
and free to use 

geospatial datasets 

Google's cloud 
platform for planetary-
scale analysis of Earth 

science data

Dynamic, publicly 
accessible user 

interfaces for Earth 
Engine analyses

Datasets Compute Apps
Full-featured 

JavaScript, Python 
and REST APIs

APIs



> 50 Petabytes of Earth 
observation data

Datasets
Climate & Weather, Imagery, 

Geophysical 

https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/datasets/



The Earth Engine Data Catalog

> 200 public datasets

MODIS
250m daily

Vector Data
WDPA, Tiger

Weather & 
Climate

NOAA NCEP, OMI, ...

Terrain &
Land Cover

> 4000 new images every day

> 5 million images

Landsat & 
Sentinel 1, 2
10-30m, weekly

... and upload your own 
vectors and rasters



Just search!



CLIMATE & WEATHER

SURFACE 
TEMPERATURE CLIMATE ATMOSPHERIC

Land and sea surface 
temperature products derived 

from several spacecraft sensors, 
including MODIS, ASTER, and 

AVHRR, in addition to raw 
Landsat thermal data

Climate models generate 
both long-term climate 

predictions and historical 
interpolations of surface 

variables.

Atmospheric datasets such as 
ozone data from NASA's TOMS 
and OMI instruments and the 

MODIS Monthly Gridded 
Atmospheric Product.



IMAGERY

LANDSAT SENTINEL MODIS

Landsat satellites image the 
entire Earth's surface at a 30-
meter resolution about once 
every two weeks, including 

multispectral and thermal data. 

Weather radar images from 
Sentinel-1A and -1B, high-

resolution optical images from 
Sentinel 2A and 2B & ocean and 
land data for environmental and 

climate monitoring from 
Sentinel 3.

MODIS Images of the Earth 
daily since 1999, including daily 
imagery, 16-day BRDF-adjusted 

surface reflectance, and 
products such as vegetation 

indices and snow cover.



GEOPHYSICAL

LAND COVER TERRAIN MANY OTHER

Wide variety land cover datasets, 
including global products such as 

NASA's MODIS-derived annual 
land cover maps and ESA's 

GlobCover, as well as higher-
resolution national products.

Several global DEMs such as 
SRTM data at 30-meter 

resolution, regional DEMs at 
higher resolutions, and derived 

products such as the WWF's 
HydroSHEDS hydrology 

database.

Many other datasets, such as 
Cropland data including 

cropland extent, crop 
dominance, and watering 

sources or night-time lights at 
approximately 1-kilometer 

resolution since 1992



GEE is a public data catalog, compute infrastructure, 
geospatial APIs and an interactive app server

Petabyte scale 
catalog of public  
and free to use 

geospatial datasets 

Google's cloud 
platform for planetary-
scale analysis of Earth 

science data

Dynamic, publicly 
accessible user 

interfaces for Earth 
Engine analyses

Datasets Compute Apps
Full-featured 

JavaScript, Python 
and REST APIs

APIs



No need to have a super 
computer or large-scale 

commodity cloud computing 
resources 

Compute

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.06.031

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.06.031


Google computational 
infrastructure

GEE makes it easy to access high-
performance computing resources for 

processing very large geospatial datasets

A high-performance, intrinsically parallel
computation service



Gorelick, N., Hancher, M., Dixon, M., 
Ilyushchenko, S., Thau, D., & Moore, R. 
(2017). Google Earth Engine: Planetary-
scale geospatial analysis for everyone. 
Remote Sensing of Environment.

GEE: Planetary scale geospatial
analysis for everyone

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.06.031

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2017.06.031


COMPUTATION 
PLATFORM

COMPUTATION 
PLATFORM

ON-THE-FLY 
Interactively visualize 

data, serve queries, and 
preview analysis 

results.

BATCH Large-scale parallel
computation to run 
big jobs at arbitrary 

scale and scope



Example

cloud-free composite of the world

“Pretty Earth”



TimeLapse

https://earthengine.google.com/timelapse/

A global, zoomable
time-lapse video that 
lets anyone explore the 
last 35 years of our 
changing planet’s 
surface—from the global 
scale to the local scale



Making Time 
Lapse used a 

huge amount of 
data, taking 

millions of hours 
of computation.  
However, when 

such a job is run 
in massive 
parallel on 

Google 
infrastructure, it 
just takes a few 

days.  

35 years
Of satellite data

Over 15,000,000
Landsat and Sentinel scenes analyzed

10 Quadrillion Pixels
10,000,000,000,000,000



Geospatial
Datasets

The code you 
write in the 
Code Editor 

gets turned into 
an object 

representing 
the set of 

instructions 
which is then 

sent to Google 
for processing

add

focal_ min

filter

reduce

join

distance
mosaic

convolve

Results

Storage and Compute
The analysis you requested is then 
run in parallel on many computers

Requests



GEE is a public data catalog, compute infrastructure, 
geospatial APIs and an interactive app server

Petabyte scale 
catalog of public  
and free to use 

geospatial datasets 

Google's cloud 
platform for planetary-
scale analysis of Earth 

science data

Dynamic, publicly 
accessible user 

interfaces for Earth 
Engine analyses

Datasets Compute Apps
Full-featured 

JavaScript, Python 
and REST APIs

APIs



Google CI is accessed and controlled 
through an Internet-accessible 

application programming interface 
(API) and an associated web-based 

interactive development environment 
(IDE) that enables rapid prototyping 

and visualization of results

APIs

https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/guides



Full-featured JavaScript, Python and 
REST APIs. 

You need an API 
to be able to 
implement your 
geospatial 
workflows



EARTH ENGINE 
CODE EDITOR

including layer 
tools, 
geometry 
tools, etc.

MAP

for JavaScript, but there's 
also a Python API

YOUR CODE

upload your 
own data

ASSESTS

query the layers 
on the map

INSPECTOR 

Git repository and 
examples to help get 

started

SCRIPTS



GEE is a public data catalog, compute infrastructure, 
geospatial APIs and an interactive app server

Petabyte scale 
catalog of public  
and free to use 

geospatial datasets 

Google's cloud 
platform for planetary-
scale analysis of Earth 

science data

Dynamic, publicly 
accessible user 

interfaces for Earth 
Engine analyses

Datasets Compute Apps
Full-featured 

JavaScript, Python 
and REST APIs

APIs



Dynamic, publicly accessible user 
interfaces for Earth Engine analyses. 

GEE apps

https://www.earthengine.app/

https://projectgeffao.users.earthengine.app/view/knowbaseupsa

https://projectgeffao.users.earthengine.app/view/knowbaseupsa


GEE Apps

● Dynamic, shareable user interfaces for Earth Engine 
analyses, for experts and non-experts alike to use. 

● Accessible from the application-specific URL 
generated at time of publishing. 

● No Earth Engine account is required to view or 
interact with a published App. 

● Can take advantage of most of the same functions 
used in the Code Editor



Curated GEE apps



GEE apps
USEFUL TOOLS  
for visualization
Can be used to explore different 
maps, compare results and share 
knowledge.



You can choose to 
visualize ESA land cover 
2018, and different Land 
Productivity Trend maps 
and compare them. Also 
as base maps you can 
choose between Satellite 
and Google Maps.

Layers

https://cesarnon.users.earthengine.app/view/lti-turkistan

A GEE App for Turkistan Oblast



earthengine.google.com/signup

https://earthengine.google.com/signup


Data models and basic
concepts in GEE



Data Models

Feature

Line / Point / Polygon

List of Properties

TNC Ecoregions

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Data Models

Feature

Image

Stack of Georeferenced bands

Each band has its own:

Mask, Projection, Resolution

A list of properties, including:

Date, Bounding-box

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Data Models

Feature

Image

Collection

Bag of Elements

Table of Features

Directory of Images

Filter, Sort, Join, Map, Reduce

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Map

Apply a function to each element of a collection

A "map" (for-each) operation

Examples

● Compute area of each feature

● Cloud cover of each image

● Mosaic for each month

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Reduce

Aggregate everything in a collection

"Reduction"

Examples

● Summed area over all features

● Median-pixel composite

● Train a classifier

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Reducers in Earth Engine

8 ways to reduce

Image.reduce

Image.reduceNeighborhood

Image.reduceRegion

Image.reduceRegions

Image.reduceToVectors

ImageCollection.reduce

FeatureCollection.reduceColumns

FeatureCollection.ReduceToImage

40+ reducers

Reducer.allNonZero

Reducer.and

Reducer.anyNonZero

Reducer.count

Reducer.countEvery

Reducer.histogram

Reducer.intervalMean

Reducer.linearFit

Reducer.linearRegression

Reducer.max

Reducer.mean

Reducer.median

Reducer.min

Reducer.minMax

Reducer.mode

Reducer.or

Reducer.percentile

Reducer.product

Reducer.sampleStdDev

Reducer.sampleVariance

Reducer.stdDev

Reducer.sum

Reducer.toCollection

Reducer.toList

Reducer.variance



Reduce Bands

B1

B2

B3

B4

+  B5

103

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Reduce Neighborhood

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Reduce Image Collection

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Reduce Region

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

Dictionary

{

B1: 8.3,

B2: 14,

B3: 176,

B4: 1.6,

B5: 7

}

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Reduce Regions

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

F1

F2

F3

FeatureCollectionF1

F2

F3

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Band Math

+ =

+ =

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Data Types and Geospatial Processing Functions

● Image - band math, clip, convolution, neighborhood, selection ...

● Image Collection - map, aggregate, filter, mosaic, sort ...

● Feature - buffer, centroid, intersection, union, transform ...

● Feature Collection - aggregate, filter, flatten, merge, sort …

● Filter - by bounds, within distance, date, day-of-year, metadata ...

● Reducer - mean, linearRegression, percentile, histogram ….

● Join - simple, inner, outer, inverted ...

● Kernel - square, circle, gaussian, sobel, kirsch …

● Machine Learning - CART, random forests, bayes, SVM, kmeans, cobweb …

● Projection - transform, translate, scale …

over 1000 data types and operators,  and growing!

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Computation Platform

On-the-Fly Computation

Interactively visualize data, serve 

queries, and preview analysis results.

Batch

Computation

Large-scale parallel computation at the 

click of a button.

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


The Earth Engine Code Editor

Your Scripts &

Example 

Scripts

API Docs

Your Data Search Your Code Data Inspector

Batch Tasks

Output 

Console

Drawing 

Tools

Map

code.earthengine.google.com



Tiling

Images are tiled during ingestion

Downsampled by averaging



Tiling

Images are tiled during ingestion

Downsampled by averaging

Original Slides taken from Nick Clinton https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q

https://goo.gl/n5Gh5Q


Basic basic JavaScript in GEE

Practice 1



To use Google Earth Engine you need to visit the webpage and register to have a free account at: 

https://earthengine.google.com/

You will gain access to the “Code Editor” https://code.earthengine.google.com/ and please check the 

“Documentation” page: https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/

The exercises are locally adapted to the participants region and script are explored step by step with the trainers

All scripts are available at this repository once you have your GEE account: 
https://code.earthengine.google.com/?accept_repo=users/cesarnon/course

You can also explore the exercise code and run it individually:

https://earthengine.google.com/
https://code.earthengine.google.com/
https://developers.google.com/earth-engine/


Exercise 01 Let's Play : 
https://code.earthengine.google.com/a249116d2d32ea7723d8df9151859499

This exercise is used to show the basic scripting laws of JavaScript in GEE 

https://code.earthengine.google.com/a249116d2d32ea7723d8df9151859499




Creating a Mosaic

Practice 2



Exercise 02 Mosaics: 
https://code.earthengine.google.com/2670e4f383e220afa6ddd6a2b569a8fb

Learn and explore different ways of making mosaics of Sentinel 2 (or other 
images) using different strategies to remove the clouds and prepare a good 

basis for image analysis

https://code.earthengine.google.com/2670e4f383e220afa6ddd6a2b569a8fb




It is cloudy, isnt´t it?







Much better!





Image classification in GEE

Section 2



To remember from last time
TILES ON THE FLY

RE SAMPLED 
using the mean 

Images .are separated 
in tiles when a process 

is sent to GEE

When a process is done results are 
shown in the corresponding TILE level



Satellite

Scanning the surface



The result is a series of images made by pixels that represent
the intensity of radiation (mean within the pixel area) that is

reflected in each band 



Due to the slopes the surface and the reflectance of the pixel

Unfortunately nothing 
is simple



Is the spectrum of the images adequate for our
objective?

The Electromagnetic Spectrum



Visible Light



Spectral Signature vs
Multivariate space



LandSat ETM+

ASTER

Quickbird* / Ikonos

Mangroove

7,200 m2

8 x 30m pixels

5,850 m2

26 x 15m pixels

4,455 m2

4,455 x 1m pixels

Is the spatial resolution adequate for our scale?



Methods to clasify images and obtain regions of interests

Manual 
digitalization

Basic math
algorithms

Unsupervised
clasifications

Supervised
classification

The choice depends on the
objectives of the project



Changes in the Eyjabakkajökull glaciar



Comparison of methods for studies in glaciars

http://www.toddalbert.com/Albert_2002_PG.pdf

http://www.toddalbert.com/Albert_2002_PG.pdf




Original

Segmentation

Unsupervised

Supervised

Object Classification



MMU 2,5 ha

Green category: Forest

What is a forest?

Forest / No Forest classification Tree / No tree Classification



Creating a Land cover map
from Sentinel data

Practice 3



Exercise 03 Classification: 
https://code.earthengine.google.com/94c2ba29da41040bdc825d68ec0b3708

Perform both basic non-supervised classification and 
supervised machine learning ones to make a land cover 

and export it to your drive

https://code.earthengine.google.com/94c2ba29da41040bdc825d68ec0b3708


Objectives:

● Visualize and make palettes 

● Learn to prepare an image for classification

● Learn to make masks and process within masks

● Use and explore different classification algorithms n 
contexts of missing data

● Compare advantages and disadvantages of 
classification methods

● Classify – Reclassify images, export and share them





















Mapping Land Productivity
Trends with GEE

Section 3



Various vegetation indices can be 
calculated from satellite data to be 

used as a proxy for land productivity, 
with the Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI) being the 
most frequently used.



NDVI is computed using information

from the red and near infrared

portions of the electromagnetic

spectrum.

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =
𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝑅𝑒𝑑

𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝑒𝑑

It is used as a proxy of different

vegetation properties, such as Net 

Primary Productivity (NPP)

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index



Available time series of NDVI data

• Every 16 days (the algorithm chooses the best available 

pixel value: low clouds, low view angle, and the highest 

NDVI value)

• 250 m spatial resolution 

• 23 composites per year 

• Global scale

https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/dataprod/mod13.php



With 23 composites per year: different metrics
Other data & approaches

N
D

V
I 
  
  

PHENOLOGICAL METRICS

Provide information on Ecosystem Dynamics. (Start, 

end and length of growing season, etc)

ANNUAL MEAN (AM)

Annual integrals, higher AM correspond to 

more productive areas.

ANNUAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX (ESPI)

The ESPI is the product between AM and 1-CV 

(Coefficient of Variation)

SEASONALITY 

Intra annual variability, could be calculated 

with the coefficient of variation (CV).



With 23 composites per year: different 
metrics

Other data & approaches

N
D

V
I 
  
  

PHENOLOGICAL METRICS

Provide information on Ecosystem Dynamics. (Start, 

end and length of growing season, etc)

ANNUAL MEAN (AM)

Annual integrals, higher AM correspond to 

more productive areas.

ANNUAL ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX (ESPI)

The ESPI is the product between AM and 1-CV 

(Coefficient of Variation)

SEASONALITY 

Intra annual variability, could be calculated 

with the coefficient of variation (CV).



Same NDVI time series data –
Different annual metric

ESPI vs. AM



Same NDVI time series data –
Different annual metric

ESPI vs. AM



GEE app with different land productivity trend maps

https://cesarnon.users.earthengine.app/view/lti-turkistan



For every pixel:

1 NDVI value

every 16 days
1 value per year



Fitting a Linear Regression

SLOPE

AM or

ESPI

year

Least

squares



Estimation of the slope + statistical testing

Median of all the slopes determined by 

all pairs of sample points.

“the most popular nonparametric technique 

for estimating a linear trend“

More robust

Insensitive to outliers

Thiel Sen Slope Man Kendall

Non parametric test



Trend analysis of NDVI time 
series in GEE

Practice 4



Exercise 04 Trends : 
https://code.earthengine.google.com/48a7969b6934196ad89413485c92eb5c

Have a time series of images? Well, is easy to calculate trends, slopes, 
significance level using parametric or non-parametric analysis and 

plot/explore the series in nice charts.

https://code.earthengine.google.com/48a7969b6934196ad89413485c92eb5c
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